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Answer the following questions as you watch the video.

1. Why is Darwin so interested in the skull found in the village?
2. Why is Natural Selection a “dangerous” idea? (Think about the reaction of his companion in the

village.)
3. How long did Darwin’s voyage last?
4. What was the actual mission of the HMS Beagle?
5. Why is Darwin nervous about giving his speech?
6. What type of birds did Darwin collect in the Galapagos?
7. How are the beaks of the birds related?
8. What does this relationship imply?
9. What does the “Tree of Life” represent for Darwin?

10. What is the biologist hoping to learn in Ecuador?
11. What “triggers” the formation of new species?
12. The unique shape of a bird’s beak is directly related to its .
13. What Springfield-based TV show did Steven Jay Gould once appear on (for fun)?
14. What would looking like a leaf allow a mantis to do in a leafy environment?
15. Adaptation to a new environment could lead to the formation of new .
16. What happens to an animal that is not adapted to its environment?
17. What must happen for researchers to consider the two groups of hummingbirds to be different

species?
18. What is the new, modern evolution research tool?
19. Why do the hummingbirds have a “recent” common ancestor?
20. What is the “powerful evidence” for a single tree of life?
21. “Enormous changes” result from:
22. Why is the discussion of dog breeding important for understanding evolution?
23. During Darwin’s time, why were marriages between cousins common? (Think about his brother’s

joke.)
24. What is the implied meaning of “How is your soul?” during the dinner conversation?
25. An organism that has a minute “edge” increases its chance for and in nature.
26. “Organisms that survive in an environment pass on their genes to subsequent generations.” This

is what Darwin called .
27. The change in the is a modern example of evolution.
28. Different varieties of the virus result from random .
29. Natural selection is a process.



30. What is the strategy that the German doctors are using to get rid of the drug resistant viruses?
31. Why is this strategy risky?
32. Did the doctor wear gloves when he shook hands with his patient? What does this tell you?
33. What is the scientist using the chimpanzee-human relationship to prove?
34. What does Darwin think that the relationship proves?
35. Is the eye a perfect organ?
36. Having a “better” eye would allow an organism to:
37. How long would it take for a “camera-type eye” to evolve?
38. Describe the evolution of the eye model. (4 stages)
39. Why was it important for Darwin to use so many different animals to support his theory?
40. What tragic event in Darwin’s life finally motivated him challenge his faith?
41. What is “unique” about Dr. Miller?
42. In Darwin’s time, religion and science were closely intertwined.

1. Is that still the case today? Explain:
43. During the anatomy lecture, what is the goal of the lecturing scientist?

1. Is he acting like a “scientist”? Explain:
44. What did Darwin think would happen if he published his findings? (nightmare)
45. What is the name of Darwin’s book?
46. Why is the man on the street so mad about Darwin’s book?
47. According to Darwin, are humans subject to natural selection?
48. What kind of evidence has been used to support the common ancestor of humans and chimps?
49. Based on genetics, how closely related are humans and chimps?
50. When the scientist refers to “spelling changes”, what is he actually talking about?
51. Why would chimps not learn to count in their natural wild environment?
52. What does the chimp’s ability to learn like a human suggest?
53. Human evolution is believed to be based on natural selection for .
54. How old was Darwin when he died?
55. Do you find it ironic that Darwin is entombed in Westminster Abby?

1. Would he? Explain.
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